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Palestine Refugees in the Near East

The Arab Donors’ Unit 
Update (ADUU) is a 
regular publication 
from UNRWA’s Exter-
nal Relations Depart-
ment (ERD) in Amman. 
The ADUU reports on 
UNRWA’s major ini-
tiatives and events of 
particular interest in 
the Arab world. It also 
summarizes the ac-
tivities of our donors 
and their latest contri-
butions to our various 
portfolios. 

The ADUU is intended 
for distribution to our 
donors, our partner 
NGOs, other UN Agen-
cies and departments 
as well as UNRWA’s 
Field and Area Offices.
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Record Pledges from Arab Countries in 2009 

In 2009, Arab countries pledged an impressive $106.83 million to UNRWA’s activities. The largest contribution 
came from His Highness the Amir of Kuwait who donated $34 million for Gaza’s Emergency Appeal. It was followed 
closely by Saudi Arabia’s pledge of $25 million for the reconstruction of the Nahr el-Bared Camp in Lebanon. The 
Agency additionally received $29 million dollars worth of in kind donations which were delivered to Gaza via the 
Jordanian Hashemite Charitable Organisation.

UNRWA News
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HRH Prince Nayef bin Abdul Aziz 
Al Saud, Second Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of the Interior 
of Saudi Arabia, has become the 
first individual to receive UNRWA’s 
Distinguished Donor Award. 

At a ceremony in Riyadh the 
Commissioner-General of UNRWA, 
Karen Koning AbuZayd, presented 
to HRH Prince Nayef the award 
for his remarkable support to 
UNRWA demonstrated through 
the numerous contributions which 
have been made to UNRWA since 
2005 by the Saudi Committee for 
the Relief of the Palestinian People 
and the Campaign of the Custodian 
of the two Holy Mosques for Gaza, 
acting under the directions of His 
Royal Highness, who is Supervisor-
General of the Committee. 

The Commissioner-General, who 
retired as Commissioner-General 
in mid-January, expressed her deep 
gratitude to His Royal Highness, 
saying “I am delighted that one 

of my last acts as Commissioner-
General of UNRWA is to present 
this well deserved award to His 
Royal Highness Prince Nayef Bin 
Abdulaziz. The financial and in kind 
support which the Committee and 
the Campaign, acting under His 
Royal Highness’ directions, have 
given to UNRWA since 2005, worth a 
total of $17.4 million, demonstrates 
clearly the deep concern felt by 
His Royal Highness for Palestine 
refugees, reflecting the concern of 
the government and people of the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for the 
welfare of Palestinians generally, 
and for their cause, and amply 
warrants the bestowal for the first 
time of UNRWA’s Distinguished 
Donor Award. The donations for 
Gaza alone in 2009 exceed $10 
million, representing the largest 
donations to UNRWA for Gaza by any 
non-governmental organisation 
and one of the largest ever annual 
contributions to UNRWA by a non-
government donor.” 

HRH Prince Nayef Receives UNRWA 
Distinguished Donor Award

The appointment of Mr 
Filippo Grandi as the new 
Commissioner-General in 
succession to Ms Karen 
Koning Abu Zayd was 
announced on 20 January. 
Mr Grandi, who is Italian, 
was previously Deputy 
Commissioner-General. 
Before joining UNRWA 
in late 2005, Mr. Grandi 
served as Deputy Special 
Representative of the 
Secretary-General at the 
UN Assistance Mission in 
Afghanistan (UNAMA), 
Chief of Mission of UNHCR 
in Afghanistan, and worked 
in the Executive Office 
of UNHCR in Geneva as 
Special Assistant and then 
Chief of Staff. 
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Commissioner-
General, Mr 

Filippo Grandi
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UNRWA Launches 2010 Emergency Appeal in Cairo 

During the meeting of the League of Arab States in Cairo on 14 
December 2009, UNRWA launched its Emergency Appeal for 2010. 
The appeal calls for more than $323 million to finance a wide range 
of humanitarian and poverty-alleviating programmes including job 
creation, education, health and protection in response to the continued 
crisis in the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt). The programmes 
under the appeal target the most vulnerable refugees, in particular 
the unemployed and homeless of Gaza and those most affected by 
access restrictions in the West Bank.  The full document can be found 
at: http://www.un.org/unrwa/publications/pubs07.html

Reconstruction begins at Nahr el-Bared Camp

On 25 November 2009, reconstruction works officially kicked off as the first concrete was poured for the groundwork 
of Package 1 of the Nahr el-Bared Camp, which includes 145 buildings (506 residential units and 82 non-residential 
units). The first package is expected to be completed by the end of 2010.   

UNRWA faced a number of challenges in moving forward with 
the NBC reconstruction process in 2009. As of mid-March 2009, 
the area designated for Package 1 had been cleared of rubble 
and unexploded ordnance (UXO), and eight months later, 99% of 
Packages 2 and 4 were also cleared. On 14 May 2009, the Master 
Plan for the NBC reconstruction process was finalised by the 
Council of Ministers in Lebanon, and backfilling procedures began 
the following month. Construction activities were suspended 
for two months in August 2009, but works resumed upon the 
direction of former Prime Minister Fouad Siniora in 22 October 
2009. An estimated $328 million is required to reconstruct the 
Nahr el-Bared Camp. 

UNRWA Convenes AdCom and 
Annual HDM at Dead Sea

UNRWA held its annual Advisory 
Commission meeting (AdCom) and Hosts 
and Donors Meeting (HDM) at the Dead 
Sea on 17-19 November. The Advisory 
Commission, which is currently chaired 
by Egypt with Saudi Arabia, the Deputy 
Chairperson, comprises representatives 
from the largest donor states and 
organizations as well as delegates from 
host countries. Much of the discussions 
were centred on UNRWA’s financial crisis. 

The following day, delegates from 
numerous donor states, organizations 
and committees as well as host countries 
and UNRWA staff convened for the annual 
HDM.  Delegates heard reports from 
Directors of UNRWA’s five fields (Gaza, 
West Bank, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon) 
about the difficult conditions in which 
they operate, hampered in some cases 
by Israeli restrictions and in others by 
financial stringency.



Donors’ Contributions

Saudi Committee HDM Announcement Prompts CG Visit in December

In December 2009, Commissioner-General Karen Koning AbuZayd made a final visit to Riyadh to take her leave of 
HRH Prince Nayef Bin Abdul Aziz, Second Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior and to present him with 
UNRWA’S Distinguished Donor Award for the remarkable support he has shown to the Agency through the Saudi 
Committee, of which he is Supervisor-General, and the Campaign of the Custodian of the two Holy Mosques for 
Gaza under the direction of His Royal Highness. Earlier in the day, AbuZayd signed three agreements with Saudi 
Committee President, Dr. Saad Al-Harithi, for upcoming contributions worth almost $3.9 million towards relief 
operations in the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt). 

HDM Attendees Visit Nahr El-Bared Camp

Following the closing of the 2009 Hosts and Donors Meeting (HDM), the 
Agency’s Lebanon Field Office in coordination with the External Relations 
Department organized for HDM participants a field visit to the Nahr el-Bared 
Camp (NBC) in northern Lebanon. 35 donor representatives attended the field 
visit on 20 November to learn more about the NBC reconstruction process 
and the role of the donor community. The attendees were briefed on the 
history of the NBC, the conflict in 2007 and the reconstruction process. Camp 
reconstruction, which is to be carried out in phases or eight “packages”, is 
estimated to cost $328.4 million. 

The Commissioner General Visits Saudi Arabia in October

On 17-18 October, the Commissioner General, Ms. Karen Koning AbuZayd, visited the Kingdom and met HRH Prince 
Saud Al Faisal, Minister of Foreign Affairs, HH Prince Dr. Turki Bin Mohammed Bin Saud, Assistant Undersecretary of 
the Foreign Ministry for Political Affairs and Director of International Organisations, HRH Prince Faisal Bin Abdullah, 
Chairman of the Saudi Red Crescent, Dr. Ibrahim El-Assaf, Minister of Finance, Mr. Mubarak Al-Bakr, Executive 
Director of the Saudi Committee for the Relief of the Palestinian People, Mr. Mahmoud Al-Mahmeed from the Gulf 
Cooperation Council and Vice-Chairman HE Engineer Yousef Al-Bassam and other officials of the Saudi Fund for 
Development. The Saudi Fund was Ms. AbuZayd’s host for the visit.

Donors’ Visits
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Association Solidarité Maroc-Palestine donates $50,000 to 
Families in Gaza

In November 2009, Association Solidarite Maroc-Palestine made a 
generous donation of $50,000 to assist families whose shelters sustained 
minor or moderate damages during Israel’s military aggression on the 
Gaza Strip in December – January 2009 (codenamed Operation Cast Lead). 
The donated funds will be used to repair 13 refugee homes damaged 
during Operation Cast Lead or previous military conflicts in the Gaza Strip. 
The project is also expected to generate close to 936 days of employment 
in the construction sector, facility maintenance and related trades at a time when unemployment in the Gaza Strip 
has reached unprecedented levels. 

Egypt, Mauritania and Qatar Renew Support for UNRWA

As the 2009 year wound down, UNRWA received pledges of financial support from the governments of Mauritania, 
Egypt and Qatar. The donations to UNRWA’s regular budget, of $20,000, $25,000 and $50,000 respectively, followed 

Destroyed house in Rafah, Gaza
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an urgent appeal for help by the Agency to plug a $17 
million deficit in its annual budget. The contribution 
by Mauritania marks a first for the country, which is 
listed by the UN as a “least developed country”, with an 
average GDP of approximately US$800 per head. The 
Qatari government upped its support by US$15,000 
compared with last year, as did Egypt, currently chair 
of the Advisory Commission that oversees UNRWA’s 
activities.

Egypt Red Crescent to Donate Medical Items 
to Gaza

The Egyptian Red Crescent affirmed a new pledge to 
support Palestine refugees in the New Year with an in-
kind donation towards UNRWA’s health programme 
in the Gaza Strip. The in-kind contribution will include 
much needed medical equipment and furniture worth 
$511,500. The donation is expected to be delivered to 
the Gaza Strip through the Rafah crossing upon the 
finalisation of logistics and delivery details.  

Baby in incubator, al-Shifa hospital, Gaza, 2008

IIRO Ambulance Donation

In a ceremony in November, the International Islamic 
Relief Organisation of Saudi Arabia (IIROSA) handed 
over to the Jordanian Hashemite Charity Organisation 
one ambulance for UNRWA’s health operations in the 
Gaza Strip. At the time of going to press, this donation 
was being blocked by the Israeli border authorities, 
which were refusing the entry of the ambulance 
into Gaza. Earlier in the year, the IIROSA contributed 
$200,000 to purchase generators for UNRWA schools 
across the Strip. 

Kuwait Donates $1.5 Million to UNRWA’s 
Regular Budget

In a ceremony held in Amman, Kuwaiti Ambassador 
to Jordan, Sheikh Faisal Al Hamoud Al Malik Al Sabah 
presented to Representative of the Commissioner-
General, Peter Ford, a cheque for $1.5 million for 
UNRWA’s regular budget. This generous donation 
represents the Kuwait government’s annual 
contribution to the Agency. Previously this year, 
Kuwait donated $34 million towards UNRWA’s relief 
efforts in Gaza in the wake of the Israeli military assault 
on the Strip. 

Qatar Red Crescent Supports Sabra Health 
Clinic in Gaza

The Qatar Red Crescent (QRC) reaffirmed its support for 
the Palestine refugees of the Gaza Strip by with a $159,000 
donation for the Sabra Health Clinic in the Gaza Strip. 
The generous donation was realised from the savings of 
a previous QRC donation made in 2008 and is currently 
being utilised to purchase physiotherapy equipment 
for the clinic. Earlier in 2009, the QRC demonstrated its 
commitment to improving the situation of Gazans by 
providing an in-kind meat donation worth $345,000.  

Saudi Committee Pledges for Occupied 
Territories at HDM

On November 19th, the second day of the Hosts 
and Donors Meeting held at the Dead Sea in Jordan, 
Mr Mubarak Al Bakr, Executive Director of the Saudi 
Committee for the Relief of the Palestinian People, 
announced upcoming donations for the beleaguered 
refugees living in the Gaza Strip and West Bank. The 
contributions include an in-kind donation of flour worth 
$2 million for Gaza, a $1.5 million donation for Gaza’s 
Health Programme and $374,841 to purchase medicines 
for Gaza and the West Bank. The agreements are in line 
with directives of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques 
King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz, Crown Prince Sultan, and 
the Second Deputy and Minister of Interior Prince Naif 
bin Abdul Aziz. 

Qatar Charity Society Distributes Stationery to 
Gaza’s Students

In early December, an 18-truck convoy of books and 
stationery worth approximately 10 million Qatari riyals 
(approximately $2.7 million) from the Qatar Charity 
organization reached the Gaza Strip, as part of an 
international convoy of 30 trucks dispatched from 
Jordan, carrying 390 tonnes of stationery, food items, 
medical supplies and other non-food items. The charity’s 
generous in-kind contribution aims to support the 
neediest students at public, private and UNRWA schools. 
The donation comes at a time when there is a severe 
shortage of school materials in the Strip due to Israeli 
restrictions on their entry.  



UAE Government Announces 
$2.5 Million Pledge for 
UNRWA’s Budget

On December 3rd, on the initiative 
of the President of the UAE, His 
Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan, the government of the 
United Arab Emirates announced a 
donation of $2.5 million to UNRWA. 
At the same time, the Emirati 
government urged all states and 
interested parties to increase their 
contributions to UNRWA in order 
to meet the needs of the growing 
Palestine refugee community. 

The UAE’s pledge marks the second 
donation this year from the Emirati 
government, which contributed $1 
million earlier in the year. The overall 
donation of $3.5 million represents 
the largest annual contribution by 
an Arab donor to UNRWA’s regular 
budget in the last twenty years, and 
makes the UAE the top Arab donor 
in 2009 to the Agency’s regular 
budget. The donation came at a 
critical time for the Agency as it is 
struggled to reach year’s end with 
its financial reserves exhausted. 

UAE Red Crescent Dispatches 
18 Ambulances to Gaza

The United Arab Emirates embassy 
in Cairo, on behalf of the UAE Red 
Crescent Authority, dispatched 18 
ambulances to Gaza in an effort to 

support the Strip’s health sector. On 
the morning of 27 December, the 
vehicles arrived in the Gaza Strip 
after passing through the Rafah 
Crossing on the border shared 
by Gaza and Egypt. Ten of these 
ambulances are designated for 
UNRWA’s operations in the Gaza 
while the remaining eight will be 
handed over to the Palestinian Red 
Crescent. 

UAE Red Crescent Donates 
for Eid el-Adha to Gaza’s 
Refugees 

On the occasion of Eid el-Adha 
(Muslim ‘Festival of Sacrifice’), the 
United Arab Emirates Red Crescent 
generously donated sacrificial 
lambs to Gaza’s refugees. Hundreds 
of lambs were distributed to the 
refugees on the first day of the 
Eid to be sacrificed according to 
traditions. This donation, valued at 
$55,000, was welcomed by Gazans, 
two-thirds of whom are deemed 
food insecure according to the Food 
and Agriculture Organization (FAO). 

WAMY Contributes for NBC 
University Students and 
Evicted Refugees in Sheikh 
Jarrah

As 2009 came to a close, the World 
Assembly for Muslim Youth (WAMY) 
announced two donations worth 

$50,000 to support UNRWA’s 
operations in Lebanon and East 
Jerusalem. The first donation of 
$30,000 will cover the university 
fees for students from the Nahr 
el-Bared Camp for the academic 
year of 2009-2010. Another 
contribution of $20,000 will be 
designated for providing refugees 
of the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood 
in East Jerusalem temporary 
accommodation after they were 
forcibly evicted from their homes by 
Israeli authorities earlier in the year.  

Evicted resident of Sheikh Jarrah, 2009

Zain Jordan Signs a Strategic 
Agreement with UNRWA

On November 18th, Zain Jordan, a 
subsidiary of Kuwait’s Zain Group, 
signed a strategic agreement with 
UNRWA to support the Agency’s 
activities in Jordan and Palestine. 
The agreement was signed on the 
sidelines of UNRWA’s Hosts and 
Donors Meeting by Zain Jordan’s 
Executive Officer Abdel Malek Al 
Jaber and UNRWA’s Commissioner 
General, Karen Koning AbuZayd.

UNRWA Builds Clay Homes for 
Refugees in Gaza

Nearly one year after Israel’s military 
aggression on the Gaza Strip had demolished 
thousands of homes; UNRWA completed 
the very first house to be rebuilt in the 
Strip. On December 12th, 2009, the house 
was handed over to Palestinian refugee 
Majed al-Athamna’s family in the Abed 
Rabbo neighborhood in northeastern Gaza. 
Athamna’s family had lost their apartment 
building during the Israeli offensive in 
December and January 2009. 

The new al-Athamna home is the first of 
its kind. In light of Israel’s tight blockade 

on “non humanitarian supplies” including 
construction materials and the pressing 
need to rebuild destroyed and damaged 
homes, UNRWA’s Gaza Field Office adopted a 
building technique using “Compressed Earth 
Blocks” (CEB). Through the CEB method, bricks 
are manufactured locally with sand, silt/clay, 
natural aggregates and cement. Neither steel 
reinforcement bars nor concrete materials are 
used. The structures are made to have bearing 
walls, arches and domes. 

In preparation for this event, the Agency 
had carried out several pilot projects, studies 
and analyses on the use of natural materials 
to construct shelters. A donation from the 
State of Kuwait was used to finance the pilot 
scheme.   

Stories from the Field
Majed Al-Athamna in front of his new clay house
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UAE Scholarships for Gazans with 
Disabilities 

On 19 October 2009, a group of 20 Gazans with 
special needs arrived in Abu Dhabi to receive one 
year of training and rehabilitation services. These 
20 Palestinians were injured in the most recent 
military assault on the Gaza Strip. The members of 
the group expressed their deepest gratitude for the 
UAE leadership for its generosity and UNRWA hailed 
His Royal Highness Lieutenant-General Sheikh Saif 
bin Zayed Al Nehayan, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Interior of the UAE, for his initiative to 
host them. 

During the second week of November, HRH Lt-
Gen. Sheikh Saif bin Zayed addressed the group of 
Palestinians who had arrived the previous month. 
He emphasized the strong bond between the UAE 
and the Palestinian people and enthusiasm of the 
country’s leader, HRH President Sheikh Khalifa 
bin Zayed Al Nehayan, to provide support and 
assistance to those affected by the recent war in 
Gaza. 

Our Partner NGOs
Focus on the Jordan Hashemite Charity Organization

The Jordan Hashemite Charity Organization was established in 1990 and it has been one of UNRWA’s most reliable 
partners for several years now. During the most recent military aggression on Gaza, the JHCO was particularly quick 
to respond to the Agency’s needs by ensuring the safe and prompt delivery of humanitarian aid to the besieged 
people of Gaza. In the past year alone, the JHCO has delivered in-kind donations to the Gaza Strip worth over 
$29 million. Efficiency, reliability and dedication to humanitarian causes are all trademarks of this remarkable 
organization. UNRWA values its unique partnership with the JHCO and commends it for its noble efforts to alleviate 
the suffering of Palestine refugees.

IOPCR Embarks on New Partnership with UNRWA

On 10 January 2010, UNRWA signed a memorandum of understanding with the International Organisation for 
Peace, Care and Relief (IOPCR), a Tripoli-based humanitarian organisation. The memorandum was signed by IOPCR’s 
Secretary General, Jamal Al Grable, and by UNRWA’s Representative of the Commissioner-General, Peter Ford, at a 
ceremony held at UNRWA’s office in Cairo. The memorandum paves the way for a subsequent agreement which will 
lay out a comprehensive programme of cooperation between UNRWA and the IOPCR.  

Spotlight: Kuwait Red Crescent

In 2009, the Kuwait Red Crescent (KRC) embarked upon 
a new partnership with UNRWA. Desiring to address the 
dire needs of Palestine refugees in the Gaza Strip, the KRC 
Crescent sent an in-kind donation valued at more than $2 
million of plastic sheets, blankets, bed sheets, flash lights, 
electric generators, cleaning materials as well as food and 
cooking utensils to Gaza shortly after the conflict ended. 
Months later, in response to the Gaza Ramadan Appeal to 
address the urgent relief and recovery needs in the Strip, 
the KRC jumped at the chance to send 10,000 food parcels 
to Gaza and donated $262,000 to finance bakeries in the 
Gaza Strip to distribute free bread during the holy month 
to needy refugees.
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Medicines for All Registered Refugees 

The provision of medicines to the refugee communities seeking medical attention at UNRWA’s health centres is a high priority for 2010. 
An estimated $20 million is needed to purchase all the required medicines for the Agency’s 137 healthcare facilities.

Field Gaza Jordan Lebanon Syria WeSt bank

Cost oF MediCines $5,912,448 $7,310,385 $2,801,926 $1,756,750 $2,070,710

UNRWA’s Needs in the Field
UNRWA’s Needs in the Field is the newest feature of the Arab Donors’ Unit Update. In this section, the External Relations Department 
identifies some humanitarian efforts and projects in need of urgent funding in all its fields of operation. Please note that the needs and 

projects highlighted in this section do not constitute all of the Agency’s needs. 
a complete list of unrWa’s needs in the fields will be provided upon request

Jordan: Improving Health and Education Services 

UNRWA’s operations in Jordan are often misperceived. More 
than 1.9 million refugees in the country are registered with the 
Agency. Though many are fairly integrated into Jordan society, 
the Palestine refugee population is still largely dependant on 

UNRWA’s services. The financial crisis and high rates of inflation 
are seriously endangering the Agency’s capacity to serve Jordan’s 
refugee population. As the funding gap continues to grow, the 
quality of UNRWA’s regular services and support services are at 
risk of decline. At present, education and health needs include:

Gaza Strip: Job Creation and 
Shelter Repair

Conditions in Gaza continue to 
deteriorate one year after the 
military assault on the Strip. 
Unemployment rates reached 
42.3% in the third quarter of 
2009. To mitigate the effects 
of protracted poverty and 
unemployment, the Agency 
seeks to provide temporary 
employment to 54,000 jobless 
refugees in 2010 to reach 
one-third of the refugee 
population. An estimated $52 
million is needed to implement 
this scheme.

In addition, the Agency is 
seeking funds to conduct major 
repairs for up to 1,760 damaged 
shelters.  The estimated cost 
for repairing these shelters 
is $17.6 million.  Payments 
will take the form of direct 
cash grants or contracts with 
local construction companies, 
depending on the extend 
of damage.  In addition, an 
estimated $2 million is required 
to conduct minor repairs for 
2,677 shelters damaged prior 
to Operation Cast Lead.  The 
cost for repairing each shelter 
will depend on the scale of 

damage and market cost of 
the available construction 
materials, which can vary 
considerably.  

Lebanon: Urgent Assistance 
to Displaced Refugees of NBC 
and Camp Reconstruction

UNRWA continues to provide 
displaced refugees of the Nahr 
el-Bared Camp (NBC) with 
the most basic needs: shelter, 
food, water and sanitation. At 
present, the Agency aims to 
provide displaced refugees 
with temporary shelters until 
reconstruction of the NBC 
is completed. The Agency is 
providing relocation fees in the 
amount of $489,300 per month 
to 3,262 displaced families so 
they may acquire temporary 
accommodation in NBC’s 
adjacent areas, Beddawi camp 
or elsewhere. Payments are 
provided every three months 
and each family receives $150 
per month. 

As reconstruction works for 
NBC began at the end of 
November 2009, the Agency 
is appealing to the donor 
community to continue to 
support the reconstruction of 

NBC. An estimated $328 million 
is required to rebuild the camp. 
Only 28% of funds have been 
secured.

Syria: Supporting Education 
Services and People with 
Special Needs 

UNRWA’s operations in Syria are 
in immediate need of support 
for its education programme 
for 2010. 

  Textbooks ($400,000): 
$400,000 is required to 
purchase new textbooks 
as required by the new 
curriculum introduced by 
the Ministry of Education. 
New books are needed for 
grades one, two three, four 
and seven. 
  Pupils with Special Needs 

($1,100,000): 20% of 
UNRWA’s school children 
in Syria have some degree 
of learning disability. The 
Special Needs Project seeks 
to alleviate this problem but 
it severely under-funded.
  Specialised Teachers for 

Special Needs Programme 
($450,000): To effectively 
address the needs of children 
with learning disabilities, 

45 specialised teachers are 
required by the programme. 

West Bank: Mobile Health 
Clinics and Job Creation

The Job Creation programme 
targets the most vulnerable 
refugees in the West Bank. 
A donation of $100,000 can 
create 238 job opportunities 
for unemployed refugees for 
one month. The beneficiaries 
can work as labourers in 
municipalities and camps often 
in the fields of construction 
(for rehabilitation and 
infrastructure), agriculture and 
painting. Women are usually 
employed in the Palestinian 
embroidery and cottage 
industries. 

Additionally, the mitigate the 
impact of restrictions and 
poverty on the health status of 
Palestinians living in isolated 
or remote areas of the West 
Bank, UNRWA seeks support 
for five mobile health clinics. 
The mobile health clinics will 
service 81 locations which lack 
access to primary health care.  
The cost of one mobile clinic 
(equipping and operating for 
one year) is up to $276,000.

eduCation seCtor HealtH serviCes

Provision of textbooks $2,500,000 Expansion of Msheireh health centre $422,000
Construction of 24 additional classrooms $1,700,000 Expansion of health centres in Marka and Zarqa $722,000
Replacement of 2 schools in North Amman $2,600,000 Expansion of Irbid health centre $1,880,000
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